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I am not trying to
know the answers,
I am trying to understand
the questions

Change is the only
constant:
No man can step in the
same river twice

Confucius

Heraclitus

Greek Philosopher
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INTRODUCTION
T

his report presents the outcome of a cooperative foresight work that took place
simultaneously in EU and China, aiming to produce scenarios for the Chinese
innovation environment in 2030, drawing special focus in the cooperation potential
between EU and China.

The objective of
the report was to
investigate changes
in China’s innovation
landscape and
outline different
possible trajectories
for innovation in
China toward
2030.

The objective of the report was to investigate changes in China’s innovation landscape and
outline different possible trajectories for innovation in China toward 2030. In doing so, it
attempts to find perspectives that separates the signal from the noise and sort out which of
today’s events matter in the long run. Many of today’s leading innovators may not be around
in 10 years and topics that seem significant now may soon be forgotten. Our approach is
therefore to study change on a more structural level, where things move more slowly. These
innovation structures are not directly observable, but can be studied indirectly through their
manifestations in the form of new startups, business models, R&D projects, policy priorities,
acquisitions, cultural phenomena, and other observable events. In order to understand
plausible future developments, we begin by studying patterns of change emerging from
China’s past and present innovation related experience.
The study specifically seeks an understanding of changes in three domains:

01

Government policy and how it attempts to guide
China’s innovation trajectory

02

Current industrial capabilities and the evolution
over time of knowledge ecosystems

03

The impact on innovation of cultural, creative,
and consumer trends
Τhe future of the innovation environment in China, involves a significant level of uncertainty.
A sustainable European long term cooperation strategy with China in the area of innovation
needs to take into account the plausible futures, but mainly acknowledge the uncertainties and
plan based on specific trends that seem to have a grand and long-term effect on innovation.
This report has been able to identify a number of areas that are well suited for cooperation
between EU and China like environment, smart cities, electrical vehicle technologies, and
climate change, but a mutual benefit context must guide any future planned actions. These
actions and strategies must also include the integration of the innovation ecosystems,
supporting SME’s and start-ups, and facilitation of R&D human resources and collaborations.
The research team has utilised a combination of foresight methodologies such as
desk-study analysis, Delphi, media scanning, interviews, exploratory workshops, and
patent/paper analysis, in order to identify critical drivers and trends, and draw
plausible scenarios for China in 2030.
The research is performed by KAIROS FUTURE, PRAXI Network/ FORTH, and
Phemonoe Lab/Emetris, in the context of the DRAGON-STAR Plus project which is funded
by the European Commission under the HORIZON 2020 program.
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Methodology

Methodology
T

he utilised methodology is presented at the following graph. It includes participatory
workshops, patent analysis, bibliometric analysis, interviews, Delphi, and Scenario
Exploration System (SES).

Chinese Context

Information Base (more Than 100 sources)
Business Models

Global Trends

• Horizon scanning
• Bibliometric and patent analysis
• Media Scanning
• Foresight Workshops
• “Wild Cards” and “Weak Signals”

European Context			

Evaluation
of trends

Evaluation
of Business Models

Thematic Science
and Technology Fields

Qualitative and
Quantitative Methods

Identification
of Technological Areas

CHINA 2030 SCENARIOS
Business Models

Business Models

• Horizon scanning
• Media Scanning
• Delphi Analysis
Global Trends

Business Models

Qualitative
Methods

Business Models

Scenario Exploration System: Feedback on policies

The focus was
drawn upon China’s
current innovation
capabilities, and
challenges that may
drive innovation
toward 2030, as well
as on specific trends
in business model
innovation...

hematic Science
and Technology Fields

Information Base (More Than 100 sources)
Graph 1: Organisational design of China 2030 innovation foresight

The focus was drawn upon China’s current innovation capabilities, and challenges that may
drive innovation toward 2030, as well as on specific trends in business model innovation,
resulting in scenarios for Chinese innovation in 2030.
In parallel, the western views towards China (current status on innovation and future
cooperation potential) were also explored and analysed. In addition, specific technological
areas presenting opportunities for research and technological cooperation, and emerging
business models and markets were identified and discussed. Finally, scenarios for China 2030
were produced while policy actions for resilient bilateral cooperation were investigated.
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5 long-term,
transformational
trends with global
reach, broad scope,
and a fundamental
and dramatic impact,
will change the
Chinese innovation
environment.
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Global Megatrends

Global Megatrends
W

orking towards composing long-term scenarios for the innovation environment in
China by 2030 we took the first step by identificating of relevant key megatrends
and drivers described in future studies worldwide, and then verify them through the
Delphi method.
The concept of megatrend was first introduced by John Naisbit, in the book “Megatrends”,
describing a long-term, transformational process with global reach, broad scope, and
a fundamental and dramatic impact. In this context, we were looking for the main
megatrends changing the Chinese, as well as the global innovation environment.

The three dimensions of a megatrend

Time

Reach

Observable over
decades, megatrends
can be projected
with a high degree
of probability
at least 15 years
into the future

Megatrends affect
all regions and
stakeholders, including
governments,
individuals, and
businesses

Impact
Megatrends
fundamentally
transform policies,
society, and
the economy

Graph 2: The three dimensions of a megatrend

The desk research initially revealed around 20 megatrends and drivers regularly cited in
academic papers, foresight books, executive reports, and the media. All these trends have
substantial impact on the European and Global economy, society, and policies.
A brief description of five of the key megatrends that we have selected is following.
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MEGATREND 1

RICHER & OLDER
[Demographics]

T

he human race is growing older and richer with a
growing middle class and widening inequalities
across societies. By 2030, the global middle class is
expected to reach 5 billion from current’s 1.8 billion. Thus,
the global middle class (annual income of $14,600 to $29,200
for a family of four) is expected to grow by a total of about
3 billion more consumers with increased purchasing power
and expectations, while China’s cities alone will be home to
nearly 1 billion people.
At the same time, life-expectancy is increasing by two years
every decade, while fertility rate is declining. As an outcome,
the latest growth estimates for the world population contrast
with earlier forecasts of a substantial global population
increase. Over the next 20 years, the world population will
increase by 1.4 billion people to 8.3 billion, up 20% from 6.9
billion today.
Developing countries will grow nearly seven times faster
than the developed ones, increasing their share of the global
population to 85% (from the current 82%). In many European
countries, it is estimated that the workforce has reached
its peak (or it will reach it in the next few years), and the
working population in Europe is expected to decline. Europe-

based organizations will face radical shifts in workplace
design, agility of employees and leadership styles. Managing
diversity and exploiting talent throughout Europe will be
key challenges.
As the global population rises, the urban share of the
population will also continue to rise at high speed and
growth will even accelerate compared to the last 20 years.
(By 2030, 4.9 billion people, or 59% of the world’s population,
will live in cities, starting from 3.5 billion today, 50% of the
world’s population). The developed countries will still have
a far larger share of urban population than the developing
countries in 2030. However, the gap will narrow by 2030,
as the urbanization process is more pronounced in the
developing countries.

2030 PROJECTIONS
Ageing will be global. The world population growth will
slow and peak, possibly within 20 years, at around 8.3
billion people.
A new global ‘middle class’ in the emerging countries will
expand rapidly, mainly in cities, and particularly in Asia.
Dynamic and technologically empowered, this new
group will be especially vulnerable, subject to increasing
inequalities and unprecedented ageing.
Inequalities within countries will widen worldwide.
Migration may well further increase, in particular along
South-South routes.

UNCERTAINTIES
Ageing in the emerging economies may affect their
economic growth and domestic stability.
Growing inequalities in access to resources (education,
health services) may trigger serious social discontent.

China 2030
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GLOBALIZATION 2.0

flourish, raising new risks and opportunities for the European
companies, as the East will rely less on the West for goods
and services.
This raise of the emerging economies, will coincide with a
raising urban middle class in these countries, which will set
its own set of consumer demands, requesting further “glocalization” of products and services. As an outcome, different strategies and operational models will be a necessity for
multinational corporations.
It should be however underlined that Globalization 2.0, is not
replacing Globalization 1.0 that continue to exist, with Western
multinationals continuing to operate distant low-cost bases.
Nevertheless, many of these bases, due to increasing labor
costs in the emerging economies (e.g. China), are expected
to move to other countries (e.g. Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran,
Pakistan, Philippines, Vietnam, Nigeria, Egypt, etc).

G

MEGATREND 3

TECHNOLOGIES
& THE
INFORMATION
REVOLUTION

2030 PROJECTIONS

2030 PROJECTIONS

The middle class in the BRIC countries will grow 150%,
from 0.8 billion people today to 2.0 billion in 2030, raising
enormously the purchasing power of these countries.

A technological revolution based on new industrial
production, bio-scientific, communication and digital
processes will transform societies.

The emerging equity markets will grow significantly by
9.3% p.a. to USD 80 trillion by 2030, while global equity
market capitalization (in fixed 2010 USD) will increase by
6.2% p.a. from USD 43 trillion to USD 145 trillion in 2030.

lobalization 2.0 is fundamentally different from Globalization 1.0, with the East playing a far more important role than being the workplace of the West.
Western companies will still operate in the East, but under
different circumstances; goods, people and capital will flow
in multiple directions (not just from West to East, but also
from East to West).
As economic power gradually shifts eastward (with China
playing a central role), trade between emerging markets will

T3

India will become major competitors of the latest technologies
and innovations from developed countries.
The importance of technology will dramatically increase within
the next twenty years as new technologies are being adopted
faster and innovation cycles become shorter. This trend will
continue by 2030 as product life cycles become shorter, forcing
companies to become more agile and invest more intensively
on R&D. The speed up of technology diffusion will reduce the
technology gap between developed and developing countries
(although income is an important asset for technology adoption) and will help reduce poverty and address several key
social challenges (clean water, food availability, etc).
At the same time digitization is a booming worldwide phenomenon, with western societies at the front but with emerging
economies and undeveloped countries catching up with a
quick pace. We are always on line and the separation between
personal, private, and professional lives is becoming unclear.

By 2030, the combined real GDP of the N-11 will equal
30% of the BRIC’s GDP and 11% of the world’s GDP.
The ASEAN-5 GDP will equal 4.0% of global GDP in 2030
(almost as today).

UNCERTAINTIES
The political and financial role of Europe, and USA.
The political stability of BRIC, and ASEAN-5 countries.

T

he next decades will be shaped by the process of converging (and even merging) technologies through interdisciplinary advancements across scientific fields.
Platforms will be the main field to drive industrial development
and business intelligence. Nanotechnology, biotechnology, IT,
cognitive science, and robotics will drive innovations in several
fields from health, nutrition to logistics and will rapidly change
our lives. The speed of the changes will be further accelerated due to the effect of artificial intelligence and the advent
of quantum computing.
The innovation potential of the developed countries and the
EU will remain ahead of the emerging economies and the N-11,
as they have more financial and human resources available.
However, by 2030 some other countries such as China and

The speed of technological change is accelerating.
Autonomous decision-making processes will rapidly rise.
Europe and the United States will remain world leaders in
science and knowledge-creation, though worries persist in
Europe about applied research.

UNCERTAINTIES
The speed of convergence of technologies remains
uncertain.
Potentially fundamental impacts of technologies on
people and societies at large could trigger unpredictable
social reactions.

China 2030
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MEGATREND 4

CLIMATE CHANGE

G

lobal climate change is real and almost irreversible.
Nature’s capacity to absorb human activity is diminishing, and global warming is increasingly causing
extreme weather events around the world, leading to, displacement, even to human casualties and causing serious
economic damage.
Global energy consumption is raising, GHC and global waste
are increasing, and ecosystems (like bee colonies) are collapsing. A fifth of the world’s irrigated soils are affected by salt,
and this may cut crop yields by 70%. At the same time, as we
have seen earlier, the global middle class will increase from
1.8 billion in 2009 to 5 billion in 2030, raising interest on ecosystem services. Ιn 2014 for the first time in four decades, the
world economy grew without a parallel rise in CO2 emissions.
It is estimated that adaption costs to climate change effects
will reach $300 billion per year by 2050, even with strong
emission cuts, entailing a huge risk for countries and corporations not prepared to address this issue. Climate change
will mostly affect the most fragile areas and populations in
the world that depend on agriculture, fisheries, and Tourism
and may have serious consequences in terms of migration
and economic prospects and performance.
On the other hand according to UNEP’s Towards a Green
Economy report, investing 2% of global GDP ($1.3 trillion
per year) into 10 key sectors could kick-start the transition
towards a low-carbon economy. In any case, climate change

effects are expected to bring focus upon new technologies
like electric cars, saltwater agriculture, carbon capture and reuse, solar power satellites, maglev (magnetic levitation) trains,
urban systems ecology, cultivated meat, and to the establishment of global climate change collective intelligence systems
to support better decisions and keep track.

2030 PROJECTIONS
In 2030, between 1.9 and 2.6 billion people are likely to
suffer from a lack of water.
GHC emissions are estimated to reach 68Gt in 2030.
Large-scale exploitation of natural resources will remain
concentrated in a small number of dominant countries and
regions.

T5

MEGATREND 5

SCARCITY
OF RESOURCES

UNCERTAINTIES
The successful implementation of the Paris (2015) UN
Convention on Climate Change.
The willingness of USA and China to apply stricter policies
to reduce GHG emissions.
The price of fossil fuels. In addition, OPEC and Russia
may lose market power because of United States shale gas
production.
The extent of rise in sea levels and ensuing natural
disasters is uncertain, while more than 60 % of the global
population lives in coastal areas.
Large-scale migrations triggered by floods, droughts
and food shortages may affect Europe.
Arctic icecaps melting quickly and opening up new opportunities for natural resources and transport but with incalculable consequences for biological balance and dangerous
feedbacks that will further accelerate climate change.

2030 PROJECTIONS
62% of the seafood eaten in 2030 will be farm-raised and
70% of that will be consumed in Asia. China is expected to
produce 37% of the world’s fish by 2030, while consuming
38% of the world’s food fish.

Food and water supply will be about managing scarcity — a
problem that will keep worsening due to climate change.
By 2030, 93% of the rise in energy consumption will be in
non-OECD countries.

to meet the growing needs of an expanding and wealthier
population. Solar power, and wind energy are offering an
attractive alternative, while at the same time, some 58% of
existing reactors are past the 30-year lifetime and should be
decommissioned; however, fewer than 100 nuclear plants
are scheduled to be closed by 2020. In 2030, liquid fuels are
expected to provide 31% of the world’s energy, down from
35% today and 38% in 1990. Number two in 2030 will be coal
at 27%, slightly higher than in previous years – 26% today and
25% in 1990, followed by natural gas with 23% in 2030, the
same figure as today.

A

s global population increases, and climate change
effects are worsening, the issue of food and water
resources management will be central in governmental
policies. At the same time, the continuous exploitation and
the growing demand of other natural resources like metals
and fossil fuels, will increase geopolitical tensions and further
raise the issue of resource management. This will be brought
about because large-scale exploitation and extraction of natural
resources will still be highly concentrated in a small number of
producer countries. Across nineteen (19) resources (including
crops, timber, fish and meat, metals, fossil fuels and fertilizers)
the three largest producers on average account for 56 % of
global production. The eight dominant players are China, the
United States, Australia, the European Union, Brazil, Russia,
India and Indonesia (ESPAS, 2015).
At the same time, even in a best-case scenario, the effects
of the present rising energy consumption will be lasting and
even become a major problem in the future. The increase in
global energy consumption will be linked mainly to population
growth and rising income of the global middle class. The world
is in a race to quickly make enough safe energy fast enough

By 2030, Japan solar power could reach 100GW of
installed PV generation capacity, or 11.2% of electricity
demand.
Renewable energy sources can meet 57% of China’s
electricity demand in 2030 and 86% by 2050.
Oil and gas production in the Caspian region will grow
substantially by 2030; Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan lead
the growth in oil and gas, respectively.
Use of genomics to create plants that produce hydrogen
instead of CO2; High-altitude wind generators will be
broadly available.
Some rare metals will run out.

UNCERTAINTIES
OPEC and Russia may lose market and political power due
to USA shale gas production.
Positive developments with nuclear fusion could change
the energy landscape.
Price of oil.

中国
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China’s
Present
The innovation landscape in China
The brief, and admittedly somewhat oversimplified, story of China’s innovation journey
over the last decades is a tale of three regional innovation ecosystems. Shenzhen and its
surrounding Pearl River Delta capture the evolution of the country’s manufacturing sector
and the “Made in China” label – from copycats to maker movements. Beijing, the centre
of academic learning and government policy-making, cultivated a strong information
technology ecosystem and became the birthplace of most of China’s unicorn start-ups.
Shanghai and the surrounding Yangtze River Delta, sitting at the pulse of China’s consumer
culture and making up the country’s financial centre, spurned an e-commerce revolution
and became a hotbed for consumer-driven innovation. The integration of these three
innovation ecosystems is driving a new wave of innovation at the intersection between
information technology and hardware. The result is a new breed of quality- and brandoriented companies aiming for global markets.

22

China’s Present

The evolution
of Made in China

Annex 3

C

hina’s “opening up” was ushered in soon after the
ascent of Deng Xiaoping in 1978. This coincided
with financial deregulations and a move away from
manufacturing in Western economies, accelerating the pace
of globalisation and fragmentation of value chains. Capital
and knowledge flowed into China’s newly established
Special Economic Zones, initially from Hong Kong and
Taiwan. Meanwhile, loosened controls on movement
meant that young Chinese lured by the opportunities in
these new hubs could take up jobs there. Cheap, reliable
and seemingly inexhaustible labour pools, combined
with favourable regulations and infrastructure, served
the country well as outsourcing became perceived as an
inevitable trend in western economies in the 1990s.
Gradually, Chinese manufacturers developed competitive
advantages beyond cheap labour and large scale. Studies
of China’s wind turbine and solar photovoltaic industry1,
motorcycle industry2 and IT equipment industry3
point to “architectural innovation”, whereby Chinese
manufacturers modularised the integral designs of
Japanese and Western companies. This both lowered
costs and increased interoperability. Such disentangling of
complex processes led to new system-level configurations
where a large number of manufacturers could focus on,
and eventually commoditise, specific steps. It generated
positive spillovers that further strengthened the ecosystem.
Over time, China came to master flexible mass
production. Production lines were able to accommodate
rapid changes in the products to be manufactured at mass
scale. This became a hallmark of Chinese production,
foremost exemplified by Foxconn, the manufacturer of
household names such as iPhone, Kindle, PlayStation,
and Wii. Scholars have made the argument that China
needed western companies to come up with new product
innovations, but these western innovators simultaneously
needed Chinese manufacturers to innovate in flexible mass
production, enabling them to churn out new products
quickly and efficiently4. This symbiosis resulted in a
situation where China needed to keep moving fast enough
to remain at the global technological forefront, but had no
need to advance the frontier itself through breakthrough
innovations.

中国

In the early 2000s, knock-offs of well-known brands,
especially in consumer electronics, began to proliferate.
This phenomenon came to be known as Shanzhai, referring
to the legends of bandits who opposed and evaded corrupt
authorities. Nokia and Ericsson mobile phones were
early targets of replication, later followed by Apple and
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Samsung. As demand for mobile phones rapidly grew in
developing countries, Shanzhai phone came to occupy a
growing share, peaking at roughly 20% of the globally 2G
mobile phone market in 20105.
Initially, the key appeal of the Shanzhai products was
the similarity to original products at a much lower price
point. Later on, the selling point shifted to features not
offered by the original products. Manufacturers began to
target niche markets by adding unique features. For mobile
phones this could mean Hello Kitty designs, better camera
lenses, stronger battery packs or even integrated lighters
or electrical shavers. These manufacturers achieved a
temporary advantage through speed and customer-focus
rather than through proprietary technology or branding.
Rapid speed was made possible by the wide distribution
of complete design packages for working products as well
as knowledge sharing with other manufactures within the
ecosystem. Combining these factors allowed small teams
of engineers to fork existing designs and focus on specific
features. Mediatek, Rockchip, Arduino, and eventually
Intel provided cheap or open source chips and boards. This
allowed for rapid prototyping and production with lowentry-barriers. In a sense, Shanzhai represents an open
source hardware approach where participants contribute
and build applications on top of a shared knowledge base.
Recently, Shenzhen has become the chosen location for
talented global makers and entrepreneurs to take advantage
of this hardware ecosystem. They are drawn to incubators
and accelerators such as Seeed Studio and HAX Accelerator
for their ability to rapidly develop and launch products
from start to finish. Their incubatees have successfully
crowdfunded and launched products ranging from a lowcost robotic arm to a biometrics headset and from an air
umbrella to a movement virtualisation sensor suit. The
brain gain is further fuelled by positive media coverage in
the West. European and North American media outlets have
called Shenzhen “the Silicon Valley of Hardware” (Wired),
“a hothouse of innovation” (The Economist), and “a gadget
geek’s paradise” (Financial Times).
At the individual level, manufacturers attempt to make
money by building applications on the shared technology
and design knowledge base or by rapidly spotting and
copying new designs introduced by others. The systemlevel outcome of such individual-level behaviour is a system
that evolves along an emergent design and technology path.
This conceptualisation shows both the strengths and limits
to the Chinese manufacturing ecosystem. Two illustrative
cases highlight the speed with which the ecosystem can turn

23

ideas into products in some areas, but also its inability to
take on some types of problems.
The first case is that of Stikbox, a smartphone case
which unfolds into a selfie stick. After a year prototyping
the product, its Israeli inventor attempted to raise funds
through a crowdfunding campaign. Just one week into
the campaign, an identical product was sold online by
a Chinese manufacturer. Rapidly, a growing number of
Chinese manufacturers started selling the product online,
sometimes using the images created by the original inventor.
The second case is that of Hong-Kong based start-up
Native Union. Similar to Stikbox, its initial consumer
electronics product was quickly copied and sold cheap
by Chinese manufacturers. In response, the company
focused on developing a product that proved more difficult
to replicate – smartphone cases made out of Italian marble.
The Stikbox design assimilated perfectly into the Chinese
manufacturing ecosystem because it precisely matched
its core capabilities. Sourcing and processing marble, on
the other hand, required material expertise not amongst
the competencies of Shanzhai manufacturers, making the
product less likely to be copied. The evolution of the Chinese
manufacturing ecosystem thus changes the logic of what
ideas are, and are not, valuable.

1. Scale-up nation: China’s specialization innovative manufacturing, Jonas Nahm and Edward S.
Steinfeld (2013, August) Available: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/da3a/266a3ad9ff19b3e08679034b
ac0cbbfd61a4.pdf
2. Quasi-open Product Architecture and Technological Lock-in: An Exploratory Study on the Chinese
Motorcycle Industry, Annals of Business Administrative Science (2004) Available: https://pdfs.
semanticscholar.org/da3a/266a3ad9ff19b3e08679034bac0cbbfd61a4.pdf
3. China’s emerging industrial economy: insights from the IT industry, Ernst, D. and B. Naughton (2008)
Available: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/da3a/266a3ad9ff19b3e08679034bac0cbbfd61a4.pdf
4. China’s Run of the Red Queen – Government, Innovation, Globalization and Economic Growth,
Dan Breznitz and Michael Murphree Available: http://fiid.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/
China%E2%80%99s-Run-of-the-Red-Queen-%E2%80%93-Government-Innovation-Globalization-andEconomic-Growth.pdf
5. “山寨”安卓机市场份额上涨至20% [Internet] People.cn (2014, August 6) Available: http://
homea.people.com.cn/n/2014/0806/c41390-25411505.html
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As the dynamics and overcapacity of China’s manufacturing
ecosystem drives rapid commoditisation of components and
products, Chinese OEMs are seeking increased value added
along several dimensions:

01
Climbing the value-added ladder through
design, R&D, and branding

Increased value added
through R&D, design
and automation and away
from cheap labor.

Leading domestic brands in different industries, notably
Haier and Lenovo, have inspired many Chinese low valueadded manufacturers by showing them it is possible to operate
on radically higher margins. Meanwhile, the government
has put pressure on manufacturers to move up the valuechain. A wave of OEMs (original equipment manufacturers,
who design and produce for other companies) are hence
transitioning to ODMs (original design manufacturers,
who design and produce for their own brands). The same
companies that manufacture the flagship products for many
leading international brands, ranging from kitchen utensils
to diapers, have set up their own brands, primarily targeting
the Chinese market and other developing markets. This has
been a contributing factor to the soaring of Chinese trademark
applications from 766,000 in 2006 to 3.691 million in 2016.
In the process, many of these Chinese companies started
to build up their own intellectual property. Our analysis
of Chinese invention patent shows that, in 2006, Chinese
patenting started to undergo a relative shift toward lower-tier,
manufacturing-oriented cities in China’s eastern and southern
provinces, such as Dongguan, Huizhou, and Zhongshan
(Guangdong Province); Wuxi, Changzhou, and Zhenjiang
(Jiangsu Province); and Bengbu, Hefei, and Wuhu (Anhui
Province). On a macro level, this shift in R&D represents
an effort by Chinese manufacturers to move from simply
assembling products to owning a larger share of their valueadded parts.

02

中国

Rapid development
When speaking to executives in China, whether working
for Chinese or foreign companies, a common theme tends
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to be the speed with which Chinese companies execute their
R&D and product development. This appears to be a function
of several factors: keeping a constant eye on competitors,
suppliers, and customers to pick up new ideas and needs;
an iterative approach to product development that involves
prototyping, even in safety-oriented areas such as mining
equipment, and constant feedback from customers; R&D and
product development processes that are organised around
speed; involvement from top management and strong leaders
that provide clear goals and direction; a tendency of teams
to self-organise around, and reach out through their social
networks to solve, difficult tasks; and innovating in small steps
by taking proven, sometimes reverse-engineered, designs
as the point of departure, exploring additional value-added
along specific dimensions.
As Chinese OEMs increase their investment in R&D and
develop novel products, they apply the same principles
they have perfected in manufacturing – modularisation and
flexible mass production. For example, Guangzhou Pearl River
Piano Group applied “simultaneous engineering” – executing
different steps in parallel – on product development in piano
making by modularising the process and assigning a large
number of people to each task. By doing so, they were able
to launch 10 new piano models in five months at a cost of $1
million – a tenth of the comparable cost.

enough” mid-market products that are offered at a fraction of
the price of premium alternatives. While the expectation was
that Chinese companies were slowly marching up the value
chain to eventually challenge incumbents in the premium
segment, Chinese companies are instead taking the fight to
the mid segment, threatening to undermine the premium
segment as it looks today.

04
Service-based offerings
As hardware commoditises, manufacturers are increasingly
competing with aftermarket service offerings. These are
sometimes built around the information generated as the
products become connected, as in the case of Xiaomi, or in
more traditional ways.

05
03
Maximising value-for-money by delivering
on just the right level
In many areas, Chinese goods have now reached a quality level
of “better-than-good-enough”, in the words of one interviewee.
While incumbent companies have often felt confident that
the complexity of their products makes them difficult to
replicate in the medium term, the relative simplicity of Chinese
products has in fact become an important selling point. In
industries where downtime can be extremely costly, such as
mining and construction equipment and industrial machinery,
the ease of maintenance and abundance of standardised,
low price spare parts make Chinese products attractive.
Consequently, the premium segment, which has traditionally
been the home tuft of multinational companies, is now
shrinking in many industries. Chinese and other developing
market customers are satisfied with the “better-than-good-

Automation
Labour is not as abundant and cheap as it once was, and
manufacturing has received competition from the burgeoning
urban service sector. In line with international trends,
Chinese manufacturers have taken to automation. This
trend is underlined by electrical appliances manufacturer
Midea’s high-profile acquisition of Kuka, the German leader in
industrial robotics. Haier, another electrical appliances leader,
launched “the world’s first intelligent and interconnected air
conditioner manufacturing plant”, to drive a transition from
mass production to mass customisation.
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M

uch like their manufacturing counterparts,
China’s internet companies started out replicating
overseas ideas and adapting them to fit the needs
of the domestic market. This tendency was reinforced by the
difficulty for software development start-ups to secure venture
capital for ideas that had not already proven successful in
overseas markets. Copy-and-adjust projects were, in effect,
favoured over novel ideas.
Barriers to western giants such as Google and Facebook
enabled Chinese counterparts to stake out their turfs with
limited foreign competition. Thus the giants that now form the
backbone of China’s internet industry – Baidu, Alibaba, and
Tencent – emerged. What was missing in competition from
foreign companies was, however, more than compensated
for by domestic firms.
In areas ranging from location-based dating to easy-to-use
mobile wallets, live-streaming to in-app integration of an
array of functions, companies like MOMO, Alibaba, YY, and
Tencent preceded their Silicon Valley-based counterparts. It
has been said that the best way to understand the roadmaps
of Facebook and other Western social internet companies is
to look at what has already taken place in China’s internet
economy. The feeling that “China, not Silicon Valley, is cutting
edge in mobile tech” is increasingly echoed by Western
industry leaders.
As hinted at above, however, the most important strength
of Chinese internet companies compared to their Western
counterparts does not lie in novel functionality, but in the
ability to monetise users. Their ability to reach this level of
success stems from the business models they employ, whether
in gaming, knowledge sharing, live streaming, grocery
shopping, virtual gift giving, or travel booking.
Why have Chinese internet companies been so successful
at monetizing users and popularising new features? Our
interviewees have pointed out five key reasons:

01
Competition is fierce

中国

It is said that almost 5,000 start-ups joined the fray in copying
the Groupon group buying business model into China in 20102011. The last company standing, Meituan (now MeituanDianping), survived by perfecting its business model for the
Chinese market. The company posted a revenue of USD 6.42
billion in 2016, to be compared to Groupon’s revenue of
USD 2.2 billion the same year.
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The same pattern is visible across applications: Chinese
internet companies starting out as copycats but iteratively
adjusting their business models under immense competitive
pressure. As this is written, for example, at least 30 companies
are competing for a share in the bike sharing market, which
will eventually consolidate as has happened in other hot
areas. When the dust settles, the winners tend to come out
strong, which often involves having developed models for
monetisation that are better than those of the Western idea
originators. Over time, the strong competitive pressure forces
market leaders to continuously improve their offerings and
launch improved products.

in China in 2013 and 2014. In 2016 they were an astounding
fifty times higher than those in the United States. The wide
adoption of mobile wallets as well as the ease of using them to
pay even the smallest sum of money, have reduced payment
barriers and therefore made it easier for internet start-ups
to monetise users.

02

Alibaba did it when they transitioned from B2B to B2C
commerce. On the individual company level, this often leads
to failure. Once-mighty technology company LeECO, for
example, is currently struggling as a result of too quickly
reaching into too many new areas. But on the ecosystem
level, such behavior translates into rapid exploration and
exploitation of new areas.

The lack of advertising revenue
has forced Chinese internet companies
to develop other revenue streams
The advertising industry is much smaller in China than in
many Western countries. While Facebook generates more
than 90% of its revenue from advertising, WeChat-parent
Tencent derives a similar share from non-advertising sources,
including mobile payments, e-commerce, and sales of virtual
items.

03
The consumer class is large and open
to try new things
In a short time span, Chinese middle-class consumers have
become among the most discerning in the world. They are
mobile-centred, high-spending, experience-seeking, densely
concentrated in urban centres, and rapidly growing in number.
Their willingness to try new things makes “crossing the chasm”
between the visionary early adopters and the pragmatic early
majority, less of an issue than in other places. The presence
of large markets even in narrow product categories, such as
self-balancing one-wheels, supports niche players to iterate
through generations of products until, in some cases, they
eventually appeal to a wider audience.

04

The mobile payments infrastructure is mature
The willingness of consumers to shop using their mobile
phones prompted mobile payments to take off in a big way

05
Companies are willing to leap into new areas
outside their core competencies

These have resulted in a strong internet technology
ecosystem, containing the strong “BAT” (Baidu, Alibaba,
Tencent) backbone but also a “long tail” of entrepreneurial
ventures.
The factors that have made Chinese internet companies
strong domestically may also hinder them as they attempt to
go global. The business models that have been adjusted to work
so well in China have so far not helped Chinese companies to
become successful in Europe and the United States. The main
overseas market for Chinese mobile wallets, for example, are
Chinese travellers.

6. 李彦宏：五年后团购公司会一家不剩 [Internet] Ifeng tech (2015, December 5) Available: http://
tech.ifeng.com/a/20151205/41518284_0.shtml
7. Most promising startups in 2016 [Internet] Success Field (2016) Available: https://successfield.net/
successful-startups-2016/
8. 近30家厂商逐鹿共享单车 冬天过后将洗牌 [Internet] Tencent Tech (2017, January 6) Available:
http://tech.qq.com/a/20170106/004734.htm?pgv_ref=aio2015_hao123news
9. This is How Chinese Internet Companies are Leading the Way in Monetizing Traffic [Internet]
McKinsey&Company (2015, October 26) Available: http://mckinseychina.com/this-is-how-chineseinternet-companies-are-leading-the-way-in-monetizing-traffic/
10. Geoffrey A. Moore (1991). Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to
Mainstream Customers. Harper Business Essentials Press.
11. 外媒：中国市场移动支付规模是美国的50倍 [Internet] Tencent Tech (2017, February 15)
Available: http://tech.qq.com/a/20170215/027752.htm
12. Edward Tse (2015). China’s disruptors: How Alibaba, Xiaomi, Tencent, and Other Companies are
Changing the Rules of Business. Penguin Publishing Group Press.
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C

hina is part of the global trend where sensors and wireless
communication are increasingly embedded into physical
products, enabling them to collect data and become
connected. As this happens, a decreasing share of these products’
value is related to the hardware itself, while a growing share is
generated through the products’ interactions with their users
and surroundings. This “smartphone-ification” of everything is
driving the interest in emerging areas such as internet of things,
smart homes, digital health, intelligent manufacturing, connected
vehicles, and smart cities. China is well positioned to lead in the
‘smart-ification’ of everything.
As hardware enters the information domain, entirely new
business models become available to product makers who adopt an
internet mindset. Rather than making the bulk of their money from
selling hardware, they now have new aftermarket venues to develop
additional revenue streams. Xiaomi, a consumer electronics brand
known for its array of products spanning health wearables, smart
home appliances, and mobility devices, is an example of this. The
company defines itself as an internet company despite being a seller
of hardware. Its former CTO has said that the company charges no
margins on its mobile phones. Its TV, for example, sells at about
CNY 3,000, just half the prices of Samsung’s TV using the same
panel13. The difference is made up by showing advertising when
the TV is being turned on.
Such razor-and-blade business models through zero margin
hardware have been applied for a long time in some sectors, notably
game consoles where profits instead come from selling games. But
as China’s huge hardware sector is now becoming “informatised”,
and ambitious Chinese companies tend to be hungry challengers
in their industries, the scale is likely to become much larger and
the implications likely to be felt in a number of sectors. Incumbents
who define hardware as their business will have difficulties
adjusting to a paradigm where hardware is given away for free to
obtain other revenue streams.
Tellingly, the companies that have become successful in
applying internet business logics to hardware are usually not
the OEMs themselves. Such thinking instead comes from the
country’s internet ecosystem, with its strongest centre in Beijing’s
Zhongguancun cluster, an area which has more unicorn startups than anywhere else bar Silicon Valley14. Many new startups and concepts can be attributed to the connection between
Zhongguancun and Huaqiangbei – or, more broadly, the merging
of China’s internet and manufacturing ecosystems. Examples given
by our interviewees are discussed below:

01

中国

Xiaomi, the consumer electronics company, is not developing
most of the products it sells. In order to move fast and minimise
the financial risk associated with failure of any one product,
the company instead taps into China’s vast manufacturing
ecosystem, taking a minority share in selected OEMs. An
interviewee told us that dozens of OEMs pass through Xiaomi’s
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doors every day to make their pitch. Chosen products then
undergo several design iterations to align with the Xiaomi
touch and feel, and smart features are added to plug the devices
into the company’s online platform. From their mobile phones,
users can seamlessly interact with a variety of devices, whether
color-changing LED lights, connected scales, robot vacuum
cleaners, air purifiers, or smart flower pots. This approach,
combining the unique advantages of China’s hardware sector
with logics that stem from its internet economy, has made
Xiaomi one of few companies globally with the lucrative claim
of comprehensively furnishing the smart home – while clearly
aiming beyond it.

02

Mobike, a bike-sharing platform, is another start-up concept
that emerged from the integration of the two ecosystems.
Effectively consisting of GPS-enabled locks surrounded by
cheap hardware, its bikes can be tracked and their position
displayed to users through an app. The system enables users to
pick up and leave bikes anywhere rather than being restricted
to dedicated stations, a factor that has limited adoption in
many Western cities. Bike-sharing has taken off in China, with
hundreds of thousands of bikes in each of the major cities,
because of the availability and flexibility that the business model
provides. Barriers to use are low, as the standard charge for a
bike-ride is one yuan, easily paid through one of the popular
mobile payment platforms. Chinese companies are now taking
the concept to cities around the world, including Silicon Valley
and Singapore. The business model has been transferred to
other categories, from battery packs to basketballs to umbrellas.

03

DJI, a Shenzhen-based drone maker, is a third example of
innovation at the intersection of hardware manufacturing and
internet thinking. At one point occupying 70% of the global
market for civil drones, the quality-, design-, and brand-oriented
company has primarily been known for technological and
product innovation. There is, however, an important business
model component to its success. By opening up its platform to
third-party app developers, the drones quickly become useful
for a number of applications such as mapping and surveying
in forestry and agriculture. As a result, challengers need to
compete not only with the company’s technology, but with its
entire ecosystem of apps. Such thinking has long been used by
the likes of Apple and Google for mobile platforms, but Chinese
companies now increasingly extend it to the world of hardware.

04
Ehang
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, a Guangzhou-based drone maker and competitor
of DJI, has won a contract to supply Dubai with autonomous

one-person drone-taxis to be taken in service during 2017.
The company, “passionate about the union of hardware and
software”, uses artificial intelligence to enhance its flying and
photography and has launched virtual reality goggles to give
the user a 360° view.
While the most instructive examples are found in consumer
electronics, the trend extends to many other industries as
well, ranging from construction equipment (Sanyi) to medical
equipment (Mindray). The Internet Plus concept, proposed by Li
Keqiang in 2015, envisages the “information trend” to have a large
impact in areas such as agriculture, government, manufacturing,
medicine, and finance15.
Beyond market share, the new breed of visionary, ambitious,
quality-oriented brands working at the intersection of hardware
and software has the potential to change the image of the “Made
in China” label. It is hard to come by a better example of this
than NIO, a newly started brand of Shanghai-based, electrical
vehicle start-up NextEV. Its electrical concept car, luxurious,
record-fast, and autonomous, made waves as it was unveiled
at the trendy Saatchi Gallery in London at the end of 2016. The
company says it plans to eventually produce a range of electric
cars for the mass market, with a strong emphasis on connected
technologies and user experience.

The changing structure of R&D
and academic research
Scientific and technological research has sometimes been
conceptualised and a network of topics, such as “automation”,
“gene editing”, and “spacecraft”. When a large number of
researchers work on two different concepts, these two concepts
can be said to be closely related. From this logic emerges a
structure of topics. Over time, some topics become more central
in the network, meaning that they connect to a growing number
of other topics. At the same time, other topics become more
peripheral over time, as their usefulness in different areas
decreases. By studying concept change over time in the structure
of topic networks, based on data mining of 7.6 million academic
articles published by Chinese authors during the period 20122016 and 2.3 million invention patent applications filed by Chinese
entities during the same period, we obtain an understanding
of which topics in R&D and academic research are becoming
increasingly central. It should be noted that high centrality does
not equal large quantity of patents and articles. Rather, centrality
is a measure of position.
13. 小米电视采用和LG三星同样面板，但价格仅为一半不到 [Internet] Zhihu (2013, November 5)
Available: https://www.zhihu.com/question/21941420
14. 中关村独角兽企业达65家，成全球爆发式成长高地 [Internet] Xinhua News (2017, March 2)
Available: http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2017-03/02/c_1120558400.htm
15. 解读：李克强政府报告中的”互联网+”是什么 [Internet] Southcn.com (2015, April 7)
Available: http://tech.southcn.com/t/2015-04/07/content_121694324.htm
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Graph 3: Network centrality and growth in network
centrality of topics based on invention patenting.

Intelligent or smart is the concept with both the highest and
fastest growing centrality, as everything from healthcare
to electronics to cities get the prefix smart. Related to this
are several other fast-centralising topics: internet of things,
intelligent control, optimisation, clustering, and algorithm
– technologies enabling the rise of smart.

Wearable technologies are becoming more central as
they become applicable in more different areas, including
healthcare, consumer electronics, and even fashion.
Textiles are getting more of a bridging position between
concepts, highlighting their growing technology content.

Automation is becoming a priority in a growing number
of areas, from production processes to home appliances
to vehicles. A related area is robotics, another of the most
central and continuously centralising topics.

Agricultural technology is becoming a focus in several
different areas, including biotechnology, genetics, drone
technology, big data, and artificial intelligence. Related
topics, primarily attracting a growing interest from
biotechnology companies, include direct seeding, plants,
blueberries, pitayas, and mulberries.

Automotive technology has moved to the intersection
of several areas of technology, with concepts such as
connected vehicles, automated guided vehicles, and
autonomous driving making inroads.

Topics in medicine gaining importance include enzymes,
internal medicine, antibacterial, aging, and antioxidants.

More broadly, transportation is a topic that increasingly
integrates thinking from other areas.

Related to the internet economy, R&D on QR codes and
express delivery are becoming increasingly central.
Augmented reality is gaining inroads not only in gaming
and entertainment but in industrial applications as well.

R&D in drone, or unmanned autonomous vehicle,
technology combines hardware and software expertise in
areas spanning photography, flying, control, and machine
learning. This complexity is positioning drone R&D as an
increasingly central node in the R&D topic network.
Energy related R&D is also pulling ideas from a growing
number of areas. This involves topics related to the power
grid and electricity distribution, as well energy generation,
with concepts such as new energy and photovoltaics.
Storage is becoming a more central concept partly because
it is related to both energy and information, two areas that
individually are growing in importance.
Several nanotechnology related topics are finding new
applications, including graphene and other carbon-based
nanomaterials, as well as quantum dots.
Environmental protection is bridging different
technological areas, with concepts such as air purification,
plant protection, and smog related issues becoming more
central.
Printing is getting more of a bridging position as it is used
in up-and-coming areas such as 3D and bio-printing, which
in turn have a growing number of applications.

In line with the idea of modernising China’s manufacturing
sector, a number of production related concepts – assembly,
production line, production system, modularisation, and
industrial automation – increasingly intersect with other
R&D topics.
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Graph 4:. Network centrality and growth in network
centrality of topics based on invention patenting.

In academic publishing, many of the same areas
and topics are becoming more central as in patenting,
although they tend to be approached from a different
angle.
This includes information technology (with topics
such as big data, artificial intelligence, neural networks,
support vector machine, cloud computing, online-tooffline, and internet finance), the internet economy (QR
code, Alipay, self-media), environmental protection (green
development, ecological protection, climate change),
advanced manufacturing (intelligent manufacturing,
industrial robots, manufacturing power, Made in China,
industrial transformation), agricultural development
(agricultural management), energy (distributed power,
liquified natural gas), medicine and healthcare (clinical
efficacy, diabetes, Chinese medicine, magnetic resonance
imaging, quality care), and nanotechnology (graphene).

Some topics are becoming increasingly central in
academic research, not seen in R&D. Examples include
topics related to living standard and quality of life.

A growing focus can be seen in topics related
to educational reform: curriculum, flipped classroom,
and problem oriented learning.

Research related to political concepts is also
becoming more central, including New Normal,
Internet Plus, New Urbanisation, and the Belt and
Road Initiative.
Some of these relate to the environment for
innovation, such as structural reform, rule of law, and
entrepreneurship policy.

Finally, design is gaining increased interest in various
academic areas.
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he most recent innovation agenda is a step away from
policies under the Hu-Wen administration, when a
coalition of industrial planning advocates exerted great
influence over policy making and “indigenous innovation”
was the buzzword. Current policies are less oriented around
ambitious mega-projects and more focused on guiding the
development of current capabilities in strategic directions.
The aim is to comprehensively upgrade Chinese industry
while simultaneously stimulating breakthroughs in key areas
of basic research and technology.
Different levels of government have issued more than 100
national-level plans for innovation. By clustering the hundreds
of goals in these plans, we reach a bottom-up understanding
of China’s policy ambitions. Note that the categorisation below
is not explicit in these policy documents, but emerges from
the analysis.

01
Transform China into a leading
manufacturing power
This involves increasing Chinese companies’ share of core
components and materials used in manufacturing to 70% in
2025, forming 40 industrial technology research bases by the
same year, gradually upgrading manufacturing processes
to become more digitised and automated, and encouraging
manufacturers to switch from production-oriented to serviceoriented manufacturing and build strong brands.

02
Take the lead in the next generation
of information-driven technologies

中国

Information technologies are expected to enhance
manufacturing, agriculture management and production,
energy production and distribution, financial innovation,
healthcare accessibility, logistics and warehousing, e-commerce
reach, and environmental monitoring. Information technology
is seen as a mitigator of the urban-rural divide, with policy
documents targeting a broadband penetration rate of 82% in
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2025, up from 50% in 2015. Data analysis, artificial intelligence,
cloud computing, and quantum computing are strategic areas
of development.

03
Feed China by transforming
the agricultural and food technology
sectors
The aim is a modern agricultural sector relying on
biotechnology, intelligent production, and sustainable
development. Policy documents contain specific targets
for 2020 with regards to agricultural e-commerce value,
information technology utilisation rate, mechanisation level,
emission of agricultural waste (zero), and pilot demonstration
bases. Special emphasis is given to seed technology, animal
and plant breeding, high-end agricultural equipment, yield
gain improvements, water-saving technologies, and biofertilisers. In the area of food technology, cold chain logistics
and automated food processing are highlighted as important
areas for innovation.

04
Achieve environmental sustainability
without compromising economic growth
Policy documents set up goals in different areas of
environmental sustainability, including new energy, green
manufacturing, electromobility, smart cities, and new energy
technologies. In manufacturing, low-carbon technologies
will be utilised and the intensity of major pollutants in
key industries will drop by 20% until 2020. In new energy
vehicles and transportation, the electric vehicle production
will reach a cumulative production and sales of 5 million units
by 2020 and breakthroughs will be achieved in high-speed
railway and Maglev technology (whereby magnetic levitation
is used to move a train without contact with the ground). In
the area of smart cities, standardisation, digitalisation, and
intelligent technologies will lead the way for more efficient
transportation, power distribution, communication, and

underground pipe networks. Green construction and
prefabrication of buildings will reduce the environmental
impact of the built environment. Breakthroughs will be
sought in renewable energy, while the efficiency and use of
conventional energy will be improved.

05
Increase the quality of life
for all citizens
In 2020, every citizen should be covered by basic medical and
health services and the per capita life expectancy should be one
year higher than in 2015. Eldercare is to become more homeand community-based. In medical research, policy documents
mention novel drug discovery and development, Chinese
medicine, high-end medical equipment, and the development
of an “intelligent clinical ecosystem”. By 2020, large
pharmaceutical companies should invest at least 2% of their
revenues in R&D and at least 100 pharmaceutical companies
should reach “advanced international level”. Prevention
and treatment of major diseases will be strengthened.
Breakthroughs will be stimulated in biotechnologies such
as 3D bioprinting and immuno-, gene, and cell therapy.

06
Use innovation to support China’s
re-emergence as a great power
In the area of deep sea exploration and marine engineering,
goals include the ability for deep sea exploration at depths of
up to 11,000 metres; the extraction of oil, gas, and minerals at
high depths; and the operation of large marine engineering
equipment. In space exploration, infrastructure and spacecraft
technology are to be enhanced, satellite communication and
navigation to be improved, and a string of space science
satellites to be launched. A lunar expedition will depart in 2018
and a Mars probe will be dispatched in 2020. Key technologies
for polar region development are also on the agenda, involving
resource exploration and polar environment observation.
Informatisation of military equipment and the furthering of
naval military technology are also high priorities.
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07
Foster talent and creativity
This includes specific targets for the number and funding
of R&D staff and researchers overall, with special emphasis
on cultivating world class scientists, high-end engineers in
high-tech fields, and innovative entrepreneurs in emerging
technology areas; by 2020 setting up 1,200 training bases
tasked with rapidly educating 10 million high-skilled
professionals in areas of talent shortage; attracting thousands
of high-level overseas Chinese to return home for innovation
and entrepreneurship; providing special support to 10,000
high-end talents in prioritised areas; and developing
infrastructure for mass creativity, such as co-working spaces
and incubators.

08
Enable breakthroughs in basic science
and technology
Policy documents pinpoint 13 scientific fields in which
breakthroughs will be promoted, spanning quantum control,
protein machinery, gene editing, and fusion energy. They also
outline 19 “important projects” to be realised in 2020 and
2030. Toward 2020, these include high-end chips, large-scale
integrated circuit manufacturing equipment and processes,
gas cooled nuclear reactors, major new drug discoveries,
AIDS prevention, and a high-resolution earth observation
system. Toward 2030, the plan is to realise aircraft engines
and turbines, deep sea stations, quantum communication
technology, and brain science breakthrough for artificial
intelligence and treatment of diseases.
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platforms co-founded by research institutes, universities and
enterprises. More technology transfer and commercialisation
centers are to be set up within academic institutions. A trading
platform for science and technology research results will be
created for faster technology transfer. Stronger ties between
companies in universities will be cultivated to increase the
flow of talent between them.

10
Internationalisation along
the Belt and Road
The Belt and Road Initiative is the signature internationalisation and international development strategy of the current
Chinese leadership. Spanning in more than 60 countries
along the so-called Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road, it focuses on cooperation, connectivity,
and trade. Though not a key focus of the initiative, it involves
R&D collaboration, setting up of joint research labs, and academic exchange with the countries involved.

The tools and mechanisms for realising the multitude of
goals can be categorised into the following seven types:

01

Direct economic funding and investment in basic research,
industrial technology innovation, and key projects through
structures such as the Natural Science Foundation, funds
supporting to the National Science and Technology Major
Projects, and funds related to the National Key R&D Plan.

02

Tax incentives (15% tax rate) for high-tech enterprises that
meet certain requirements, as well as for incubators and
angel investors.

03

Financial policies to encourage an expansion of
investments in innovative ventures, cultivate capital
markets that support innovation, and promote financial
products and services that support innovation.

04

Talent attraction, training and cultivation through
educational reforms, talent investment plans, and
programs to attract overseas Chinese and non-Chinese
knowledge elites to China.

05

Improvement of science and technology infrastructure,
including optimising the scientific research base,
constructing national laboratories in major innovation
fields, and encouraging the establishment of platforms for
sharing of equipment and data.

06
09

中国

Bridge academic research and real-world
applications
The government is encouraging technical cooperation between
industry and academia and the establishment of innovation

Strengthening of intellectual property rights and other
innovation-related laws.

07

Strong authority, communication channels, and channels
of direct and indirect influence over personnel in different
positions, ensuring that the priorities are well understood
by all relevant stakeholders.
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illions of engineers graduate from Chinese
universities every year, yet one of the most
frequent complaints heard from European
multinationals in China is about the shortage of talent. To
explain this, some point to the educational system, saying
it teaches learning facts by heart and “copying the master”
rather than stimulating creativity. A political culture
marked by censorship has also been seen as blocking the
flow of ideas.

Things are changing fast, however, with a number of
developments impacting the arena of talent and creativity
in China.

A balance between boosting
creativity initiatives
and learning facts by heart
or “copying the master”
will support innovation
ecosystems.

01
Overseas
returnees
In 2016, 540,000 Chinese students went abroad to study,
more than 13 times the amount in 2000. These numbers
pushed the total of overseas students since China’s
economic reform to more than four million. According to
the Education Ministry, only a third of overseas students
returned home in 2006. Today, on the other hand, roughly
80% of students return to China to utilise their advanced
foreign degrees. Many of these returnees perceive the
opportunities for work as better in China than abroad.
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needed research grants. The renowned Thousand Talents
Plan specifically targets elite Chinese researchers overseas
in efforts to bring them back to China. Major cities like
Beijing also try to attract returning graduate students with
incentives such as local residence permits.

03
Emergence
of creative “tribes”
China’s thriving independent music scene in cities such
as Wuhan, Changsha, and Beijing is a reflection of the
strength in the its emerging creatives. From reggae
to psychedelic, heavy metal and punk, China’s youth
is adding a variety of new sounds to its repertoire. If
underground music sounds to niche, look no further than
to the explosion of China’s literary scene. Of the over 330
million Chinese who read literature online, 300 million
use their mobile devices for this. A large number post
their own literary pieces online for anyone to read. Art
and design have similarly undergone a renaissance in
China. In 2016, Beijing Design Week attracted more than
one million visitors to more than 300 events across the
city. The city boasts 119 design schools graduating 10,000
designers every year. Design brands such as Shangxia
seek to create a uniquely Chinese yet modern style with
international appeal.

04

中国

02

The rise of the
maker movement

Government
incentives

Known for manufacturing 90% of the world’s consumer
electronics, Shenzhen has emerged as a hub for the maker
community. Providing mature supply chains, strong
manufacturing know-how, and a free flow of ideas, the
city has proven ideal as a location to quickly realise product
ideas. The city is attracting creative designers, avant-garde
architects, and entrepreneurial makers from all over the
world.

The Chinese government has also deployed a variety of
national programs to support the innovation economy. The
National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars
offers research funding for projects while the Changjiang
Scholars Program awards distinguished professors much
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05
An entrepreneurial ideal
Fuelled by the success of inspiring entrepreneurs such
as Jack Ma (Alibaba), Lei Jun (Xiaomi), and Ma Huateng
(Tencent), entrepreneurship has become an aspirational
ideal to many young Chinese. The proliferation of
incubators and co-working spaces – currently standing
at more than 4,000 and counting – shows the preference
among young Chinese for less rigid forms of working. The
large number of start-up and entrepreneurship events in
the big cities suggest that the entrepreneurial culture is
growing faster than the start-up scene itself.
Despite these encouraging signs, the future development
of creativity in China is a key uncertainty: will a small
creative elite be responsible for developing innovative
ideas, or will a broad creative class develop to unleash
innovation on a bigger scale?
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The road
ahead:
China 2030
The past and current developments in China’s innovation landscape, outlined in preceding
sections of this report, offer insights into the direction of change. Extrapolating this change
into the future would, however, help us understand only one out of many possible futures.
To understand different plausible trajectories, we need to take into consideration the
uncertainties of change. Based on the most impactful of these uncertainties, we construct a
set of scenarios that cover different possible trajectories and future outcomes.
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Uncertainties
A set of 12 uncertainty dimensions were
identified through desk research and expert
interviews in relation to the focal question:
how will innovation in China develop toward
2030? These 12 initial dimensions were then
reduced to 9 by polling the same experts on
each dimension’s importance and overlap with
other dimensions (infrastructure, consumer
landscape, and industry structure characteristics
were the dimensions removed). Each uncertainty
dimension and three options associated with
each dimension are briefly outlined below.
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Uncertainty

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Network
effects

Silos. Innovators work alone, hiding their work
and sharing nothing. Knowledge recombination
happens within firms rather than through
interaction between them.

Archipelago. Companies, academic institutions,
and state organizations form alliances within which
knowledge is shared, but each such network clique
is isolated from one another, limiting the broader
flows of knowledge and ideas.

Open flows. Stakeholders engage in a peer-to-peer
open flow of information and knowledge sharing,
enabling unexpected knowledge recombination
involving various stakeholder types. Public-private
partnerships, quadruple helix, and open innovation
are prominent models.

Talent
and culture

Creative class. A broad, globally connected
creative class appears in China society to solve
problems, a result of a high-class educational
system, cultural and social norms that favor
creativity and entrepreneurship, and success in
attracting global talent.

Enlightened elite. A powerful few dominate
innovation capabilities but are largely disconnected
from the world, as the Chinese educational system
and cultural norms fail to stimulate the emergence
of a broad talent base.

Narrow capabilities. Talent shortage hampers
innovation, social norms disfavor creativity and
risk-taking, skilled people opt to pursue careers
overseas, and China does not develop as
a magnet for global talent.

Access
to money

New mechanisms. Funding is readily available from
domestic sources to fuel innovation through the
start-up phase and beyond, with new mechanisms
such as crowd-funding prominent.

Credit squeeze. Restricted access to debt and
credit creates challenges for private and smaller
stakeholder, state-controlled money flows into
privileged companies in selected areas, and banks
favor large and state-owned enterprises.

Global access. Funding is available from a range
of domestic and international sources through a
variety of mechanisms. For companies and people
with good ideas, money is not
a problem.

Type
of innovation

New to the world. Disruptive product and business
model innovations emerge in China and strong
Chinese brands gain global appeal.

In China for China. Domestic as well as
multinational firms focus their innovation work in
China on adapting global products and services
to local conditions or inventing specifically for the
large Chinese market.

Small steps. Chinese companies focus on excelling
in incremental, process-related, and cost-based
innovation, keeping up with the technological
frontier by unable to advance it.

Innovation
actors

Top-down innovation. China is relying on top-down
innovation, with SOEs and government institutes taking a leading role. Subsidized resources are provided
and funding is channelled into innovation mega-projects. Researchers and entrepreneurs are consulted
but technocrats are in the driver’s seat.

Entrepreneurs rule. The private sector is driving
Chinese innovation, with small and medium-sized
enterprises competing on a level playing field.

Crowd innovation. Open-source communities
and maker movements are leading the way in an
innovation environment that has shifted toward
crowd-based and user-driven innovation. Traditional
companies are forced to adopt more open models
of innovation.

Manufacturing

Labor-intensity. China maintains its role as the
factory floor of the world by leveraging low-cost
labour, scale of production, and efficient networks.
Locations in inland China are gaining prominence.

Automate all. Growing overhead costs push China’s
manufacturing industry to automate and adopt
industrial internet of things, successfully moving to
higher value-added manufacturing.

Manufacturing migrates. Rising labour costs
but an inability to transit to a new model causes
low-end manufacturers to move to new low-cost
destinations, while high-end manufacturing
re-emerges in an automated West.

Global
integration

One world. Facilitated by free trade agreements
and win-win policies, Chinese innovation
ecosystems become embedded and seamlessly
integrated in larger global ecosystems through
talent flows, collaboration, M&As, and setting up of
research labs overseas.

Border crossings. Innovation “border crossings”
exist, but cultural, language and political barriers as
well as geopolitical tension make exchange limited.
Rather than going global, Chinese innovators focus
on developing markets.

Disconnect. Regional and global conflicts, distrust
and rising global protectionism makes China’s
innovation base an island.

Government
and regulation

Laissez-faire. The government pursues laissez-faire
where anything goes, focusing on strengthening
the overall innovation framework conditions by
supporting education, infrastructure development,
IP protection and enforcement, and free-market
mechanisms.

Darwin awards. The government intervenes to
selectively promote innovation, pursues technonationalism by setting up barriers and uneven
playing fields, and creates Darwinistic conditions for
innovation.

Insufficient nourishment. Bureaucratic rule,
excessive regulation, red tape, and blocking of
access hinder innovation.

Innovation
drivers

Challenge-driven innovation.
Big challenges, such as the ageing population,
urbanization, and environmental degradation drive
large private and public investments in solutionoriented technologies.

Technology-driven innovation. Supported by a
strong research and development base, innovation
is primarily driven by technological change.

Consumer-driven innovation. A large middle-class
fuels China’s increasingly service-based economy.
Innovation centers around identifying consumer
needs.
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Identifying key
uncertainty dimensions

T

aking into account that each of the nine uncertainty dimensions
identified has three options, a total of almost 20,000 scenarios
has been generated. However, not all of these dimensions are
independent of each other, thus only a fraction of these scenarios is
possible. Global integration, for example, was seen by the experts as
highly dependent on Government & regulation. Types of innovation,
meanwhile, were seen as an outcome of several other drivers.
Thus, the experts evaluated the correlation between dimensions
(uncertainties), and a smaller number of overall dimensions was
identified. Further reduction was possible by ranking the uncertainties
by importance and removing the least important ones.

These two overarching dimensions result in four key scenarios, discussed below.
The uncertainty dimensions were ranked in the following way:

01
Global integration

02
Talent & culture

03
Government & regulation

04
Network effects

05
Manufacturing

06
Innovation drivers

07
Access to money

08
Innovation actors

09
Types of innovation

Two overarching uncertainty dimensions emerged from this exercise.
The first is related to the Chinese government’s approach toward
innovation: on the one hand top-down management, on the other hand
nourishing of framework conditions. The second dimension is related
to China’s creative capabilities: on the one hand isolated knowledge silos
and a small enlightened elite, on the other a free flow of knowledge and a
broad creative class.
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China INC

Galapagos

Command-driven innovation

5 years

Scattered innovation islands

5 years

European companies are growing increasingly concerned about
unfair treatment.

Creative elite directs assembly line-style innovation with large
numbers of low-level R&D personnel.

In China for China is the dominant strategy among MNCs, seeing
China as a market for their products but not as an arena for
innovation.

Innovation comes from applying brute force, for example in large
biotech labs.

Chinese acquisitions are increasingly blocked in the West, as
Chinese activities in are seen through a national security lens.

Innovative products are made in China, but they have limited
diffusion outside China.

Environmental regulations are strictly enforced, substantially easing
the burden on the environment.

Innovation is hampered by a lack of knowledge flows between
innovation stakeholders; most innovation happen in isolated R&D
centres rather than collaboratively with customers, suppliers, and
partners.

High-tech and infrastructure deals with countries along the Belt and
Road, facilitated through high-level political meetings.
The Chinese state finances global expansion of high-tech champions.

Universities become a relatively open environment and strong force
in an situation where the industry is fragmented.

China becomes a global leader in deep-sea exploration technology
and establishes underwater bases.

European companies partner with individual companies and research
institutions

10 years

10 years

Growing mutual distrust between Europe and China with various
barriers to trade and flows of people and ideas.
China’s innovation track record contains spectacular successes but
also failures, where resources have been inefficiently allocated.

Chinese companies take a lead in areas of life science where
systematic exploration is more important than development of novel
ideas.

Low-cost manufacturing has largely migrated to countries in South
and South-East Asia.

Alliances rather than ecosystems drive innovation.
New knowledge tends to have its source in universities, from where
they become commercialized in university incubators.

Key technologies are developed and deployed in the service of
national interests, including deep-sea resource exploration.

Products invented elsewhere are adapted to the Chinese market.

Large, engineering-driven enterprises dominate innovation.

The lack of vision and strong coordination make the large shifts and
transformation needed for environmental sustainability impossible to
achieve.

Elite research institutes solve prioritised challenges in areas of
strategic importance.
China manufactures its own jet engine and rocket turbine engine.

In this scenario, the Chinese government is the
entrepreneur. It actively allocates resources to different
innovation projects. There is a focus on mega-projects
such as space and deep sea exploration, quantum
computing, supercomputers, and national technology
standards are promoted. Rather than developing broad
creative capabilities, a small creative elite takes charge
in driving innovation. Foreign companies complain that
the playing field is uneven, but the large Chinese market
makes them stay on, adapting products in their global
portfolio for the Chinese market.
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Large-scale clean-up projects of soil, water, and air pollution are
drastically improving the environment.

15 years
China becomes the first country to send manned mission to Mars.
A strong geopolitical position is cemented by world-class technology
in strategic areas.
Innovation in China and the West are two entirely separate spheres,
with very limited interaction; Chinese companies dominate in China
but are weak overseas.
Large investments to tackle environmental challenges lead to
breakthroughs in new energy technology.
China is a global technology leader in specific targeted areas.
Overall, China lags in picking up new innovation opportunities and is
not known for a source of new thinking and innovative ideas.

In this scenario, the Chinese government focuses on
framework conditions for innovation rather than taking
an active role in driving innovation. The inability to
develop a broad creative class and open knowledge
flows leads to a situation where individual and alliances
of large industrial innovators and academic institutions
dominate the innovation landscape. Rather than strong
ecosystems with crowd-driven innovation, small cliques
of innovation stakeholders, involving private companies,
universities, and government agencies, form in different
areas. Breakthroughs happen in areas where only a small
number of researchers and engineers need to have novel
ideas, while a large number of less-qualified engineers
do testing and execution – for example in large-scale,
labour-intensive biotech laboratories.

China looks to Europe as partner for revitalising innovation.

15 years
Chinese researchers lead in brain science and gene editing.
Small number of Chinese innovation giants are present among global
leaders.
Hopes of innovation-driven growth remain unrealised.
High degree of mutual trust between Europe and China.
Weak system-level integration but strong EU-China links on the level
of individual companies and universities.
Many of the large challenges, including environmental problems and
caring for China’s ageing population, remain unsolved.
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Bonsai

Hot pot

Guided innovation along defined paths

5 years

Integrated creative ecosystems

5 years

Innovation is stimulated by allocation of resources to key areas, which are
carefully selected to improve the position of Chinese industry globally.

China’s vibrant start-up ecosystem attracts talents from all over the
world.

China excels in incremental innovation, which occasionally creates tipping
points for more disruptive change.

Educational reform focuses on creativity.
Economic reform stresses market mechanisms.

Autonomous electrical cars dominate in all major cities, as the

Home-grown popular culture wins global appeal.

Chinese government has rolled out the infrastructure needed while a new
generation of connected vehicle companies provide word-class cars.

A large consumer class and customer-focused, fast-moving
companies give China an edge in consumer goods, rapidly
developing new generations of products.

Unexpected innovation in the shadow of state policy, where a long tail of
small, unknown, but entrepreneurial companies are connecting to emerging
market needs.

Strong ecosystems emerge around new opportunities.

European companies grumble about unequal treatment but are easily swayed
by the large Chinese market and the vibrant environment for new ideas.

Creative shift as the post-00s generation enters labour force.

Chinese entities exert a growing influence over foreign popular culture
production, but the domestic cultural industry has little appeal outside China.

10 years
China becomes a leading global talent magnet.

Foreign companies are reluctant to locate core R&D to China, but set up
listening stations to pick up the latest innovations and ideas.

Chinese art and design flourish globally, with a unique Chinese style
that blends tradition and novelty.

Automation decreases the reliance on Chinese manufacturing, with many
western countries providing incentives for setting up manufacturing there

China has become an inseparable part of global knowledge
ecosystems and Chinese are seen as indispensable to innovation in
companies and universities in Europe and the North America.

10 years
Almost every industry has one or a few Chinese companies among its best
performers.

Automation cements China’s role in global manufacturing and
ensures that value networks stay within the country’s borders.

China is leading in artificial intelligence applications, both for commercial and
military applications.

Chinese electronics and appliances brands dominate in European
homes.

China is respected but distrusted among European populations.

A mix of industry and research entities collaboratively push
innovation, engaging crowds for ideation and user-driven innovation.

The domestic content value of core components in domestically
manufactured goods reaches 70%.

In this scenario, the government takes an active role,
while at the same time a large creative class and free
flow of knowledge and ideas emerge. Rather than
allocating resources to specific projects, the state
directs the industry and academia towards certain
directions by using incentives such as tax cuts and
funding mechanisms. China is strong in strategic areas
such as artificial intelligence and semiconductors.
Chinese companies incrementally climb the valueadded ladder without becoming known as disruptive
innovators.
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Chinese brands become better-known than western brands in developing
nations.

15 years

Environmental sustainability is driven by a state-guided strategy that
combines strict regulations and technology breakthroughs, notably in smart
grid and energy efficiency.

China becomes the world’s leading Nobel Prize nation.
New ideas and thinking give rise to new industries.

A few cities in China have become strong magnets for global talent in
specific sectors.
Bureaucratic rule limits outside-the-box thinking.

15 years
China overtakes U.S. in number of top-ranked universities.
Through determined efforts, China becomes the top global technology
player in areas of national security and strength.
In non-key areas, China is known as a fast-follower, rapidly adapting ideas
emerging outside China for domestic markets.
Domestic semiconductor capabilities reduce reliance on foreign technology.
Two parallel innovation systems operate independently: one that is led or
supported by the state, and one that operates silently without state support.
Large consumer spending power enables rapid consumer-driven innovation.
Chinese brands have difficulties appealing to Western audiences.

In this scenario, China has open knowledge flows, a
strong creative class, and a government that focuses
on establishing nourishing framework conditions for
innovation without actively channel resources into
prioritized areas. This results in a vibrant start-up
ecosystem, a stronger appeal of Chinese brands on
the international stage, and new types of thinking that
lead to disruptive innovation. The lack of top-down
coordination makes it more difficult to overcome large
barriers, such as infrastructure for electromobility and
concerted efforts to achieve environmental sustainability.

China is admired and studied as an innovation role model.
Chinese luxury brands take on legacy brands globally.
Creative new approaches to artificial intelligence and 3D printing
emerge, giving rise to entirely new services and product types.
Chinese researchers are the most cited in quantum communication,
with functioning quantum computers operating in a specific areas.
The passive role of the state leads to a slow transition to autonomous
driving and electromobility due to lack of infrastructur
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Europe & China

A

s it is presented in the previous parts of this report the global innovation environment
is changing rapidly in a complex way, affected by several global trends and drivers.
Within this system, China’s innovation landscape entails a higher level of complexity
due to the number of diverse actors, their sizes, the accelerated pace of technological changes,
and the rapid introduction of novel models (business, innovation, marketing, etc).
Summing up the main strengths and weaknesses of China’s innovation system are presented
below:

China’s innovation
landscape entails
a higher level
of complexity due
to the number
of diverse actors…

Key strengths
Strong manufacturing capabilities with fast
execution, large scale and a large domestic market.
Strong industrial learning and knowledge absorption
capabilities.
An entrepreneurial mindset among the Chinese
people.

Key weaknesses
Academic learning, where basic research, teaching
and laguage capabilities lag behind.
Institutions, which need to become more supportive
of innovations.

Europe
& China

Access to resources, where shortages of food,
water and natural resources are expected to be an
important driver of innovation.

As regards the future of innovation in China, it seems that it will be mainly characterised by:

A continuous effort, from different actors, to redefine the rules of the game.
An ecosystem-driven innovation, produced by different types of innovation clusters and
communities around the country.
Accelerated innovation, that is reengineering research and development and innovation
processes to make new product development dramatically faster and less costly.
Development based on current manufacturing capabilities, but with a more open model of
innovation.
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To succeed in China, European actors need to:

Be able to tap into and benefit from the various constantly emerging Chinese ecosystems;
Re-organize themselves in a way that enables them to innovate fast.

Industrial sensors, intelligent manufacturing

At the same time Chinese actors can learn from Europe:

Pollution control

How to create people-centered, environmental-friendly, and open models of innovation.

Solar power, energy solutions in cooling, lighting, energy saving, smart grid

And, how to create institutions and adopt mindsets that truly nurture ecosystems.

Nanotechnology
New energy vehicles

Areas for cooperation

Structural materials

Identifying specific areas for long-term cooperation between Europe and China, was a key aspect
of the performed research. Taking into account the four scenarios, the Delphi outputs and the
patent analysis, some areas seem to have more capacity for bilateral cooperation. However,
the different areas offer different opportunities and different strategies need to be adopted in
order to ensure a fair playing field, to protect the know-how of technology developers, and
ensure environmental sustainability and openness.

Laser technology
Genetics
Soil pollution
Similar topics were indicated as key areas for cooperation from the experts that provided
feedback through the Delphi questionnaire, and highlighted opportunities for longterm cooperation with China in the fields of: Environmental management, Robotics,
Telecommunications, Smart energy systems, and Agricultural biotechnologies:

At the previously described scenarios, the development route of China implies opportunities for
cooperation at different levels and upon different technological areas. Some of the opportunities
are briefly presented in the following, somehow simplistic, table:

China Inc

• Environmental technologies &
regulations
• Jet engine and rocket turbine engine

• Deep sea exploration
• Biotech

Galapagos

• Environmental technologies
• Technologies/services for the elderly
• Consumer products

• Life sciences

• Energy
• Design

• Artificial Intelligence
(including military applications)
• Semiconductors

• Car industry
• Joint labs/infrastructures
• Industrial automation
• Environmental technologies
• Consumer products
• Energy efficiency and smart grid

• Consumer products (e.g. electronics)
• Electric cars
• Culture related products and services

• Artificial intelligence and 3D printing
• Quantum computing
• Autonomous driving

Hot pot
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In addition, taking into account the patent/bibliometric information, some areas show
much higher growth rates while at the same time some of them seem also to take advantage
of big investments of human resources. Currently Europe, has the leading position
in patents at most of the technological areas, but China is close in areas like Drones,
Nantennas (photovoltaics), Graphene, and Optoelectronics, while the investment in human
resources in specific areas (see below), reveals a long-term strategy of China towards
specific key areas:

Understand and be adaptive to new business models;

Bonsai

Europe & China

• Space
• Quantum Computing
• Supercomputers
• Adaption of products for the Chinese
• market
• High-tech infrastructure projects

(Biotech, Brain Science, Gene editing)

Areas
with Highest
& Lowest
Cooperation
potential
between EU
and China
by 2030
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Strategy

BUILDING A RESILIENT
COOPERATION STRATEGY
As it is described in this report, the future of the innovation environment in China, and
China’s innovation capacity entails a significant level of uncertainty. A viable European
long term cooperation strategy with China in the area of innovation needs to take into
account the plausible futures, but mainly acknowledge the uncertainties and plan based
on specific trends that seem to have a grand and long-term effect on innovation, like
Climate Change, Resource depletion, New technologies (biotech, A.I., etc), Globalization,
Demographics, etc (as presented in the previous chapters).
Some interesting inputs were also received in the participatory workshop in Shanghai,
with the participation of European and Chinese policy makers, who further explored the
four produced Dragon-Star Plus scenarios, by using the «Scenario Exploration System»
tool developed by JRC.

Cooperation
is difficult in some
scenarios, even
on areas of global
interest (e.g. to
address climate
change). Thus, mutual
benefit must guide
future planned
actions.

Actions/strategies
to integrate
the innovation
ecosystems of China
and Europe came
up in various ways.
It is important not
only to think about
the giants, but also
about the start-up
scene and the smaller
companies.
Having infrastructures
(such as incubators,
co-working spaces,
mentorship programs,
etc.) to support these
small companies
from Europe to «test
the waters» in China
and vice versa is
very important.

Environmental
areas are important
for collaboration.
Some actions/
strategies revolved
around smart cities
and electrical vehicle
technologies.

Policies should
support European
companies to tap
into and benefit
from the speed
of China’s hardware
manufacturing
ecosystem.

It is important
to gather all the
stakeholders and
make sure policies
translate into
benefits for the
various stakeholders,
so that it is not on
a too abstract level.

It should be highlighted that academia
(both European and
Chinese) has a strategic opportunity to
invest resources in the
bilateral cooperation
aiming for example on
attracting talent. In
this direction, it seems
that it is in the interest
of both the Chinese
government and the
EC, to facilitate programs like students
exchanges between
EU and Chinese universities (to guarantee
a balanced mix of Chinese and EU students
in universities both in
Europe and China).
Investing resources
and funding in establishing these relations
and guaranteeing a
more stable future for
students, was surely
the most appreciated
action by the public
voice.

The Chinese
government (role)
was consistently
(in all scenarios) very
keen on cooperation
with the EU at
a policy level, taking
a long view.
EU was mostly
aligned with the
Chinese interests in
developing long-term
cooperation.

The Chinese
Government is
always keen to
collaborate, and even
coordinate global
cooperation in STI.
Actions towards
improving innovation
framework conditions
(e.g. IPR framework)
are always on
the table.

EC seems to have
a traditional
approach towards
funding of STI
addressing solutions
to global problems,
etc. The continuation
of Framework
Programs, seems
logical and possibly
creating another
global funding
scheme for global
problems with
the participation
of China.

EU Universities
seem to heavily
invest in cooperation,
building global
networks including
China, and seeking
to attract Chinese
talents.
A Chinese physical
establishment seems
to be a natural
choice.
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Graphs & Tables
A small number of graphs and tables has
been picked to offer a few more insights
on: academic articles, researchers,
inventors, patents, geographical and
government priority areas.

Graph 6: Number of authors of academic articles (academic researchers) and inventors
of invention patents (R&D personnel) in areas targeted by government policy.

Graph 7: Growth in number of inventors (based on invention patenting) and authors
(based on academic publishing) between the periods 2013-2014 and 2014-2015.
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DALIAN
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XI'AN
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Advanced manufacturing
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New materials
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10,634 inventors

Modern traffic & transportation
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SHANGHAI
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Modern food manufacturing
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Biotechnology
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Aerospace

17,071 inventors
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Slice angle represents share of inventors that are in the sector

14,988 inventors
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for all the cities (higher - comparatively larger share).
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HANGZHOU
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See above for color legend.

36,035 inventors

FUZHOU
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invention patents in technology areas that have been pinpointed in Chinese innovation policy documents.
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This map gives an overview of the distribution of technical knowledge resources in China. It is based on the number of inventors behind
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New energy vehicles

Pollution control

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Laser technology

Food packaging

Nanotechnology

Soil pollution

Distributed energy supply

Solar power

Carbon fibers

Green mining

Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology

Vaccines

Traditional Chinese medicine

Coalbed methane

Treatment of birth defects

Semiconductors

Broadband & mobile communication

Structural materials

Traditional Chinese medicine

Industrial sensors

Video surveillance

Broadband & mobile communication

Immunotherapy

Seed technology

Solar power

Satellite navigation & communication

Integrated circuits

New energy vehicles

New energy vehicles

Spacecrafts & space robotics

Nanotechnology

Satellite navigation & communication

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Desalination

Satellite navigation & communication

Pollution control

Genetics

Industrial sensors

Electrical power & smart grid

Electrical power & smart grid

Genetics

Cyber security

Industrial sensors

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Genetics

Reproduction & development

Medical technology

Nanotechnology

Semiconductors

Laser technology

Mobile internet

Industrial sensors

Noninvasive testing

Laser technology
Nanotechnology

ZHENJIANG

HARBIN

JINAN

DALIAN

CHANGSHA

NINGBO

CHANGZHOU

SHENYANG

CHANGCHUN

ZHENGZHOU

FUZHOU

KUNMING

XIAMEN

TAIYUAN

LANZHOU

Traditional Chinese medicine

Laser technology

HIV/AIDS

Ocean energy

Green mining

Desertification

Nanotechnology

Immunotherapy

3D printing

Mining resources

Desalination

Coal resource exploration

Spacecrafts & space robotics

Laser technology

Biomass

Seed technology

Genetics

Nanotechnology

Coalbed methane

Vaccines

Material preperation

Pollution control

Farming informatization

Reproduction & development

Farming informatization

Deep hole drilling

Soil pollution

Special alloys

Functional materials

Structural materials

Genetics

Pollution control

Genetics

Intelligent mining

Genetics

Nanotechnology

Manufacturing infrastruture & control

Biotechnological targeting

Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology

Optoelectronics

Deep sea exploration

Quantum computing

Nanotechnology

Structural materials

Material preperation

Soil pollution

Vaccines

Soil pollution

Food texture & flavor

Soil pollution

Quantum computing

Pollution control

Traditional Chinese medicine

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Industrial sensors

Intelligent manufacturing & automation

Green construction materials

Quantum computing

Energy saving

Cold chain

Vaccines

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Coal power generation

Immunotherapy

New energy vehicles

Intelligent mining

Nanotechnology

Structural materials

Pollution control

Semiconductors

Vaccines

Protein engineering

Seed technology

Satellite navigation & communication

Industrial sensors

Pollution control

Deep sea exploration

Industrial sensors

Pollution control

Energy saving

Green construction

Genetics

Food packaging

Water pollution

Waste treatment

New energy vehicles

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Air pollution

Maritime technology

Spacecrafts & space robotics

Cloud computing

Fuel cells

Renewable energy

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Solar power

Jet engines

Optoelectronics

Material preperation

On-orbit maintenance

Supercomputing

Microfluidic chips

High-sped trains

New energy vehicles

New energy vehicles

Superalloys

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Intelligent manufacturing & automation

Traditional Chinese medicine

Maritime technology

Pollution control

Ozone engineering

Energy solutions in cooling & lighting

Aviation & transportation

Solar power

Aviation & transportation

Biosensing

Marine engineering

New energy vehicles

Functional materials

Pollution control

Intelligent manufacturing & automation

Laser technology

Maritime technology

Big data

Manufacturing infrastruture & control

Soil pollution

Microfluidic chips

Industrial sensors

Industrial internet of things

Jet engines

Medical technology

Carbon fibers

Energy saving

Energy saving

Structural materials

Laser technology

Nanotechnology

Farming informatization

Nanotechnology

Pollution control

Vaccines

Pollution control

Pollution control

New energy vehicles

Industrial sensors

Industrial sensors

Food packaging

Predictive maintenance

Structural materials
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